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Origins of the Crisis
From the earliest days of European colonization,
production

America's commercial agrculture (meaning foo

beyond immedate famly needs) was domiated by largescale agrcultue. This included the slave plantations of the

South, huge Spanish haciendas in the Southwest, and the
bonanza wheat and cattle fars of the West. Most of our
copyrght (g 1987

by League of Rural Voters Education Project

commercial agrcultur production was in the hands of
wealthy individuals or foreign investors.!

By the mid-18oos this condition had changed. The
federal government intervened, establishing policies that al-

tered the strcture of commercial farng by putting family
farers on much of the land. The militar defeat of slavery in

the South and the opening of the Midwest by the Homestead
Act are examples of federal government intervention that

created conditions favorable to famly-far agrculture.
But from the moment far famlies took possession of
land, whether they were freed slaves or immgrnt famlies,
they found themselves caught in a classic cost/price squeeze.
Skyrocketing prices for the items they needed-such as seeds,
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credt, and transportation--ould not be covered by the prices

the grain monopolies were wiling to pay for their crops.
Freight rates were controlled by the railroads, while interest
rates were set by the big city bans.

This squeeze between rising costs and falling prices
caused a series of rual depressions and panics in the late

1800s and early 19OOs. Seeing these economic crises as a

threat to their surival, famly farers organized political

movements to protect themselves and to lobby for changes in
the government policies that were creating the crisis. In North

Dakota, for example, farers formed the Nonparsan

League, which took over the state legislatue in 1916. To
break the monopoly of the Minneapolis-controlled bans,
they established the nation's ffrst and only state-owned ban;

to protect themselves from exploitati0l! by grain monopoltes,
they established a state-owned wheat mmll. 2 Farers, workig
with labor, played a key role in winning progressive control
over state legislatues in almost a dozen states.3

The political efforts at the state level, however successful, did not affect the national crsis of falling prices and the
huge surluses created by these low prices. State governments, without help from Washington, could not control the

price-ffxing of multinational grain monopolies; nor could

storage of surluses was expensive, this featue was crucial to

reducing government costs. (3) It created a national grn
reserve to prevent consumer

prices from skyocketing in times

of drought or other natural disasters. When prices rose above

a predetermned level, grai was released from government
reserves onto the market, drving prices back down to normal
levels.
From 1933 to 1953 this party legislation remained in
effect and was extremely successfuL. Farers received fai

prices for their crops, production was controlled to prevent
costly surluses, and consumer prices remained low and

stable. At the same time, the number of new farers increased, soil and water conservation practices expanded drmatically, and overal far debt declined. What is even more

important is that this party program was not a burden to the

taxpayers. The CCC, by charging interest on its storable

they help farers balance supply with demand. By the 1920s

commodty loans, made nearly $13 miion between 1933 and

farers recognized the need to set prices and control produc-

1952.5

tion at the national leveL. The most important early U.S.
federal far legislation, the MeN ar- Haugen Bil, was passed
by Congress thee times in the 1920s, but vetoe twice by
President Coolidge and once by President Hoover.

It took almost a decade to win the necessar. federal
legislation. Often referred to as the party far program, this
legislation successfully placed a floor under pnces, and also

balanced supply with demand through effective surlus
management.

The party program had thee central features:4 (1) It
established the Commodty Credit Corporation (CCC), which

made loans to farers whenever prices offered by the foo
processors or grain corporations fell below the cost of produc-

tion. This allowed farers to hold their crops off the market,
eventualy forcing prices back up. Once prices retued to fai

levels, farers sold their crops and repaid the CCC with
interest. By allowing farers to control their marketing, the
CCC loan program made it possible for them to receive a fai
price from the marketplace without relying on subsidies. (2)
It regulated far production in order to balance supply with

demand, thereby preventing surluses. Since government
2

Although this party legislation was crcial for saving
famly far agrculture, it conflcted with the economic

interests of a number of powenul corporations and bans. For

example, government intervention to stabilze grain prices
hur grain corporations and speculators who beneffted from
large fluctuations in the market. Effective supply management meant that fewer acres were planted, reducing the
potential for increased sales of pesticides and fertlizers by
chemical and oil companies. Finally, farers with stable,
secure incomes were less likely to borrow large amounts from
insurance companies or bans.

As early as 1943, corporate policymakers, along with

planners from both the government and academia, began
planning for the postwar economic and social strctures.
Their economic objective was to encourage the expansion of
energy- and capital-intensive methods of production; their
political objective was to achieve greater control over agrculture by the industral and financial sectors of the economy. To
accomplish this, millons of farers, especially poor Southern
blacks, would have to be forced out of agrcultue. Not only

would this mass relocation encourage the expansion of
3

industral-ty agrcultu, it would also free a huge labor

To accomplish this forced removal, they recommended that

force to fuel the industral bom planned for the Nort.
The priar strategy developed by the corporate plan-

their land was to lowertheircommodity prices to levels below the cost of production.6 To enforce
lower prices, however, they ffrst had to repeal the party
ners to force farers off

..the ¡Jrice support for wheat, cotton, rice, fee grs,
and relate crois now under price support be reuce

immedtely. i

The CED argued that the displaced farers could be
more "productively used" in other sectors of the economy, and

legislation won by farers in the 1930s.

that pushing them out would open the way for greater capita
investment in agrcultue. This would require more mechani-

corporate planners launched an

zation and greater reliance on petroleum-based products such

al-out political war against the party legislation. They
labeled supply management programs as "socialism," an

as pesticides and fertlizers. In addition, the report cited other
"real beneffts" of enforced lower prices.

effective tactic made popular by Senator Joe McCary. University professors were drafted into a national propaganda
effort to convince both farers and the general public that
America needed fewer farers, and that the party legislation
was standing in the way of "modernizing" agrculture.

saes of thes products both at home and abroad

In the early 1950s the

Also, the lower prices would induce some increed
Some of these crps are heavily dependent upon export markets.l1

The CED proposed the elimation of approximately

Corporate-funded "think tans" chured out hundreds
of reports and recommendations to support their positions.

one-third of our far famlies. Its strtegy was to replace

One of these groups, the Commttee for Economic Develop-

medum-sized famly farers with a small number of huge

for

supenars and severa millon small fars supported mostly
by off-far income or welfare. The large corporate-type
far would align themselves politically with agrbusiness;

ment (CED), published a report, An Adaptive Program

Agriculture,7 that is still one of the most arculate statements
of the corporate view. (Though published in 1962, it represents many of the key arguments that were made in the 1950s.)
The Choices Before Us: (a) learoof control of far pro-

duction or (b) a program, such as we are recommendig
here, to induce excess resurces (primary people) to move
rapidly out of agrculture.8
The ffrst o~tion recognized by the CED, "control of far

production, , was rejected out of hand as too much "government in agrculture" and as contrar to the "free market."
Instead, the CED recommended the second option, the forced
removal of a number of famlies from the land.

the remaining small farers would be dependent on government subsidies and low-paying off-far jobs, which would
weaken them economically and politicaly.
There were dozens of simiar policy reports on the "far

problem." Groups ranging from the U.S. Chamber of ComBankers
merce to the American
Association all made the same
recommendations-which is not surrising since many of the
same people served as authors, researchers, and advisors on a
number of different reports.

to a large par of the new entrnts who would otherwise join

By 1954, the corporations had won. CCC loan levels
were reduced; the Secretar of Agrculture was given discretionar power by Congress to lower far prices to "marketclearng" levels in order to get "government out of agrcul-

the far labor force in the next five yeas.9

ture." This marked the beginning of the most recent cycle of

...the program would involve moving off
the far about two
millon of the presnt far labor force, plus a number equal

4
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the far crsis, culmnating in the depression we are now

value of farand, farers could keep operating on borrowed

facing.

money from lenders who believed

land values would contiue

to rise indeffnitely.

Almost immedately, far prices began to fall, and they
have contiued to decline in real terms, with the exception of

two years in the early 1970s, since the repeal of the party
legislation. As prices fell, many farers were forced out.

In the winter of 1978n9, over 40,00 protesting farers
went to Washington with a prophetic message: they wared
Congress that agrcultue based on paper values for land could

Far population drpped by nearly 30 percent between 1950

not be sustained, and that far prices needed to be rased to

and 1960, and another 26 percent between 1960 and 1970.

avert a rul collapse.

In response to political unrest, Congress passed a new

This message was ignored by most policymakers. As

far progr in the early 1970s. It was decided that the
farers who had managed to surive would be maintained on

predcted, far debt continued to rise, ffnally peakng at over
$225 bilion in the early 1980s-an increase of almost 100

a diect income subsidy progr from the federal government. Under this progrm, Congress set a target price forfan

percent over the $20 bilion tota far debt before the intro-

duction of the target price progr in the early 1970s. Interest

products that was somewhat higher than the dramatically
reduced CCC loan levels. If prices fell below this taget level,

payments on this debt now exceed net far income, amounting to almost 30 percent of the production costs for many

parcipating farers received a check-a "deffciency pay-

farers. As more and more capital was drained from agrcul-

ment"-dectly from the government to mae up the differ-

ture through interest payments, the conditions were created to

ence.

set in motion the third and most devastating phase of the far

Let's look at corn as an example. The curent CCC loan
rate (early 1987) is around $2.00; the taget price is about

crsis cycle-the forced liquidation of famiy fars with the
transfer of ownership into the hands of corporations, bans,

speculators, and the federal government.

$3.00. This means that tapayers are forced to make deff-

ciency payments for the difference between the target price

In 1981 the bubble ffnally burst. The high real interest

and the loan rate-roughly $ 1.00 per bushel on corn. But since

rates of Reaganomics forced the most vulnerable farers into

it costs more than $3.00 for the average farer to grow a

banptcy or foreclosure. As their land and machinery went
to auction, values were forced down for everyone else, causing a downward spiral of fallng land values thoughout the
nation. Farand prices have fallen over 50 percent since

bushel of corn, most farers are still losing money on every
bushel harested.

The result of this deffciency payment system is that
grain traders, corporate feedlots, and foreign buyers are al-

lowed to buy grain at prices more than $1.00 below cost of
production. We spend huge sums of taxpayers' money to
compensate farers for par of their losses caused by this
subsidy to the grain trade; then we force farers to borrow
enormous sums of money to cover the rest of their losses.

1981; durng the same period almost 20 percent of the farg
population has aleady been displaced. Far prices are lower

than durng the worst years of the Great Depression.

This new far program set the stage for the second phase
of the far crsis cycle-the infusion of massive amounts of

credit to cover annual losses caused by the low prices set by
federal policy. As long as inflation was pushing up the paper
6
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II
Implications of the Farm Crisis

higher interest rates, larger government deffcits, an economic
slowdown, and an increase in taxes to cover the government

expenditues needed to deal with the ultiate social and
environmental consequences.

Impact on the National Economy

The overall impact of ~e far crisis o? th~ U.S. e~onomy can be visualized as a senes of waves. First, it forces II?to

banptcy a large number of farers who c~~ot service
their debts. As these farers are sold out, remaannng farers
and local bans incur costs in the form of reduced land and

machinery values.

Environmental Impact

Low far prices always force farers to increa~e their
production. Like any worker whose wages are cut in half,
farers faced with falling prices must work twce as hard and

sell twice as much just to cover their bils. Ths has led to an

abandonment of careful soil and water conservation practices
and to the tillng of marginal, highly erodble land. . In

Next this decline in asset values afects the suroundig
communities. Farers purhase fewer capital items, since
local suppliers can no longer extend credt even for short-term
purchases. Loal communities suffer losses from reduced
retail sales, as well as the losses caused by nonpayment on

addition, cheap grain prices have accelerated the destrctton
of famiy-operated cattle. raI?ches by corporat~ feedl,?ts.
Without cows to graze on hillsides, farers have llttle chooce
but to put corn or soybeans on these fragile lands. After a few
years, the hilsides wash away, sendig the topsoil down the
Mississippi River.14

accounts receivable and banptcies. Business failures and

unemployment rise: each far failure wipes out ~ee to ffve
jobs; for every six fars that fail, one rual business shuts
down.12 In addition, the drtic decline in land values erodes

the property tax base of many rul comm~nities and school
distrcts, causing tax revenues to decrease Just as demand for
public assistance increases.

, . . .

In the final wave, these loan losses are spread out over

the entie society. As local banks become increasingly vulner-

able credt markets raise the interest rates charged to these
lenders to even higher levels, in the hope of covenng anttci-

pated losses. Eventually these higher rates spil over il!to
national ffnancial markets, afecting nonr borrowers including businesses, government, industr, and consumers.
This rise in interest rates could be as much as one and a quarer
percent, causing the loss of 175 to 275 thousand jobs, a $30 to

$50 bilion drop in the gross national product, and a $14 to $21
bilion increase in the federal debt.13

The forced

removal of many famiies from their land has

put miions of acres of f~and into the hands ?f l~ge
corporations and absentee Investors. They are treattng ireplaceable soil and water resources with the same narow,
short-term profft orientation that has characterized c~rporate

treatment of other capital resources such as steel mils and
railroads. The earh is used and abused as long as it can show
a high enough profft or serve as a tax shelter for hiding other
proffts. The land is abandoned or covered over for development puroses; groundwater is pumped dr, never to retu.

Impact on the Third World
Another devastatig impact of our low grin prices is on
the poor farers of the Thir~ World. Br forcing U:S. far
prices below cost of productton, our graan corporattons can

underprice local farers in the domestic markets of Third

Worldcountres, destroying any chance these farers have of
selling their crops at a profit. 15 Unable to s~ve on their l~d,

many Third World farers are forced off their fars and into

of the U.S. economy. The public at
large will be forced to bear some of the burden-though

overcrowded urban slums or shantytowns. Their land is no
longer cared for; it may er?re or tu into desert-o~ it may
end up being absorbe Into the ever-larger holdings of

8
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The far crisis, then, cannot be considered a problem
limited to one sector

wealthy absentee landlords who raise cattle for shipment to
the U.S., Europe, or Japan.

III

Critical Issues in the Farm Policy Debates

Other farers may hold on to their land, but are unable

to make a profit competing against underpriced, subsidized
imports from the U.S. This leaves them without the means to
afford soil erosion control, higher-yielding seeds, or better
equipment needed to bost productivity. Their production is

There are the mai elements in the curent far policy
farers receive

debate. Firt and foremost, what prices should

eventually replaced by a growing dependence on foo im-

for their crops and livestock? Second, what amount, if any, of
public fmancial support is appropriate? And third, what is the

ports, forcing governments to divert scarce foreign exchange

role of foo exports and imports in creating and potentially

from necessar purchases lie fuel or medcine.

solving the curent crisis?

As a result, a deadly connection has been created. Debt

Two conflcting positions emerged durng the 1985

servicing now absorbs alost all the foreign earings of many

Far Bil debate. The ffrst is often referred to as the market-

poor countres, leaving them with very little money to import

clearg or modfied curent program position.17 In hopes of

foo. In order to servce this debt, these countres are devoting
more land to cash-crop production and less to foo production
for local consumption-and less land devoted to foo production means increased hunger, staration, and greater depend-

bosting exports, supporters wanted to modfy the curent
progr by lowering prices even furer, and then increasing

ence on the U.S. for foo aid.16

The other position, sometimes referred to as the supply
management approach, would have given farers the right to

subsidies by a small amount to cover some of the losses.

vote in a referendum for production controls to balance

supply with demand.18 Under this proposal, al deffciency
payment subsidies would be eliminated and CCC loan rates
would be raised to fully cover production costs. A close look
at the main points of disagreement between these two positions helps clarfy both the economic and ideological stakes.
The real debate over far policy comes down to this:
should far prices be set below cost of production, with losses

parally offset by taxpayer subsidies, in hopes of gaining

increased export sales? Or should farers be given the right
to vote on a program that would combine higher CCC loan
rates with effective production controls?
The most comprehensive and accurate computer model-

ing for analyzing these federal far policy proposals was
done by the Foo and Agrculture Policy Research Institute
(FAPRI) at Iowa State University and the University of
Missouri. In 1985 F APRI published a side-by-side comparson of the impact these proposals would have on farers (see
table).19
10

11

* Government costs would decline to about $1 bilion

reduced about 10-15

* Volume of export of com, wheat, cotton, and soy-

accompanying the longer term.

com and soybeas. However, there is more uncertnty

SOURCE: Foo and Agrcultural Policy Reseach Institute, Agricultural Policy Alternatives, Modifed Current Policy or
Mandatory Supply Reductions: Expected Economic Consequences (Columbia: Center for National Food and Agrcultural
Policy, Deparent of Agrcultual Economics, University of Missour, 1985), pp. 1-3.

is considerable uncertinty accompanying these longer
term projections.

higher prices. Value of export wil increase substan-

tially in the short run and continue in the long run for

would be little change in the short ru. However, there

decline substatially in the long run in response to

* Volume of exports of com, wheat, cotton, and soybeans would decrease modestly in the short run and

response to lower loan rates and market prces. Value
of exports would increase over time although there

beans would increasespialy in the long run-in

income impacts on demand for machinery over the
longer run.

out equipment. However, reduced acreage wil offset

* Demand for machinery would increase in the short
run as farers use increased income to replace worn-

* Demand for machinery would not change from

cent

* Acreage in production would decline about 35 per-

duction would likely decline in value.

* Land prices for land used by farers having marketing quota would increase. Land withdrawn from pro-

higher prices and retur income to current levels.

of adjustment, reduced herd sizes would generate

response tp sharly higher feed prices. Mter this period

* Incomes of livestock producers would be sharly reduced in the short run as inventories are liquidated in

curent levels as far incomes change only slightly.

duction programs.

percent as producers parcipate in volunta acreage re-

* Acreage in production would be

slightly lower far incomes.

* Lad prices would continue to decline reflectig

livestock producers adjusted inventories to reflect
lower grain prices.

short run but show little change in the long ru after

* Income oflivestock producers would increase in the

changes on income.

output varation wil tend to offset impacts of price

change in the varbilty of net far income since

*Varabilty of far prices and net far income would
decline as supply reductions tend to stabilize domestic
prices.

* Varabilty in far prices would increase in both the

short and longer run as loan rates no longer place a floor
under commodity prices. However, there would be no

by 1990.

annually and remain at that leveL.

* Government costs would increase 39 percent by 1987
levels

but would then decline by 15 percent from curent

* Net far income would be 52 percent higher in 1987

and 60 percent higher by 1990.

* Net far income would be 16 percent lower in 1987
and 8 percent lower in 1990.

Mandatory Supply Reduction Proposal

Modified Current rMarket-Clearingl Proposal

Modified Current Policy or Mandatory Supply Reductions:
Expected Economic Consequences

Agricultural Policy Alternatives,

Table

Although the F APRI report clearly highlights the short-

comigs of the market-clearng approach, Congress ignored
the waring. After the defeat of several supply management
proposals, the market -clearg program passed both houses of
Congress and was signed by President Reagan just before

Chrstmas of 1985.

Former Secreta of Agrcultu John Block imedately slashed commodty prices to the lowest legal level, ,

creatig an enormous jump in the subsidy cost to the

and higher prices.) In a letter to Congress from AF-CIO
Legislative Director Ray Dennison durng the last days of the
1985 Far Bil debate, the unions responded to arguments for

maintaining low far prices in order to "help" consumers.
In urging your support for the Hakin Far Bil, th~
AF-CIO is aware of opponents' arguments that this
program would result in higher prices and is therefC?re
anti-consumer. While always concerned about the Interests of consumers, millons of whom are union mem-

American taxpayers. Since the subsidies are determned by

bers, the AF-CIO has painfully ex~rienced the toll

subtractig maket prices from the taget, the lowering of the

American industr and, in tur, the jobs of thousads
of America's workers.20

CCC rate has automatically meant lower market prices and
higher subsidies. Costs for federal far subsidies, primarly
designed to bost exports, are now estiated at nearly $26
bilion, an amount more than twice the 1986 Gram-Rudman
new lower
prices,
we spent more on export subsidies in 1986 than the combined
tota value
of
those
exports. For
example, the U.S. spent
over

cuts. With export eargs falling due to our

$6 bilion to subsidize corn exports that had a sale value of

only $2.5 billion.

Another argument for keeping far prices below cost

of

we raise prices, "it would price the U.S.
out of world markets." This argument needs to be examined
production is that if

closely in order to understand the role that imports and exports

play in the world economy.

A number of major far commodty organizations

One argument often made for the policy of

keeping far

prices low and then supplementing farers with tax dollar is

that it keeps foo prices down for low-income consumers.

Some argue that the curent far program, which is paid for
with federal taes, is generally progressive; whereas the

supply management proposal, by shifting costs to consumers,
would be regressive, fallng hardest on the poor. This argument ignores the fact that most heavily subsidized U.S. crops
are not grown for American consumers but are shipped

overseas to the Soviet Union, Europe, Japan, and the Middle
East, which means
that
U.S. tapayers
are
subsidizing
foreign
buyers.
Paying farers a fai price would result in a one-time

increase in foo prices of only 3 to 5 percent, less than a nickel
on a loaf of

tht an obsession for the lowest pnce ca have on

bread. Since the supply management proposal also

contans provisions for doubling the funds available for foo
assistance, the poor would not be hur by this small increase
in foo prices. (It is wort noting that in 1985 the entie

Congressional Black Caucus voted for supply management
14

contracted with F APRI to project grain export sales under
different price levels. Based on their calculation~, ~ere
exports ifpn.ces

would be only a slight drop in the volume of.

were raised to a break -even level; because of mcreased pnces,

however, actual export earings would be much greater.21
For example, they projected that corn set at curent

levels of around $2.00 per bushel would give the U.S. an
export volume of2.2 billion bushels with earings of roughly

$4.4 bilion. However, if the price of corn were set at $3.60
Gust slightly over the present cost of production), it would
generate total sales of 1.6 bilion bushels and the new value of
those bushels would be over $5.76 bilion-nearly 25 percent

higher export income under higher prices.
Why does it work this way? For one thinK, the dem~d
for foo is very inelastic-price changes cause llttle change m

demand one way or the other. 22 In addition, the U.S. has a large

portion of the world's grain storage facili~ies. Since m?st
importers cannot store more than one month s s?ppl.y of gram,
they have to buy on a month-to-month basis; smce most

15

exporters, outside the U.S. and Canada, also lack major

Although the idea that lowering far prices wil solve

storage facilties, they are forced at harest to sell their entie

our far crsis has little merit, it remains popular. Gram-

crops.

reality to this debate: it
seems indefensible to cut infant health care and school lunch
programs while maintaining a far policy that in 1986 spent
Rudman, however, brigs a touch of

What this means is that the United States is, for up to six
months of every year, practically the only countr that can
meet the month-to-month needs of the world's grin import-

almost $10 bilion to subsidize corn and wheat exports for

which we received only $5.2 bilion.

ers. The Soviet Union buys huge quantities of wheat, corn,

and soybeans from the U.S. not because it regards us as a
frend, but beause it simply has nowhere else to tu.

Furermore, because the United States dominates
world foo trade, domestic prices become world prices. The
U.S. ships about 80 percent of the world's soybeans, 60

percent of the corn, and 35 percent of the wheat. By compar-'
son, the Middle East ships only 40 percent of the world's oil
exports. Because of ths U.S. domiance, any U.S. price
increase is simply met with a similar increase by all
other
supplying nations. Likewise, any attempt by the U.S. to lower
its prices below those of other exporters results in equal drops
in prices around the world.23 This causes great har to the

export earings not only of the United States, but of these
other countres as well. Since many grain exporters have

enormous debts to U.S. bans, they must tr to generate the\
same export earings from their crops, no matter how low
prices falL.
In a recent interview, Argentine President Alfonsin

responded to the U.S.'s intention to lower prices in an effort
to put his countr out of the export business. 24 He repeated his

earlier pledge to meet and exceed any U.S. price decreases in
order to maitan Argentina's world market share. (Earlier he

had said that Argentina had to maintain its cash flow to keep
makng ban payments, and that they have 300 millon acres
of unplowed land to put into production if necessar.) He also

stated that if the U.S. cuts prices there wil be no reuction in
exports from other countres in a classic supply-and-demand
response; that instead we wil see what we have always seen
in the past: countres wil be forced to increase production and
exports in order to maitan cash flows, thus actually reducing
the number of

bushels that can be sold by the United States.25

16
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